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The SuperWallet: Solving a Billion Person
Problem
An estimated 1.7 billion of the global population still remains unbanked.1 Financial
exclusion prevents individuals from rising out of poverty. A lack of access to formal
financial services takes away the opportunity to save, seek credit, take loans, and
invest. In other words, those who are unbanked will continue to remain in poverty.

Digital payments and mobile transactions have become important catalysts in providing
greater financial access to these communities. Some regions, such as Africa, have
already made headway within this space. Africa currently claims 621 million registered
mobile wallets.2 That roughly translates to half of the continent’s population.

The adoption of digital payment methods has surged in most parts of the region since
the onset of COVID-19. Some governments actively encouraged it to enable their
citizens to transact during the pandemic. The result has been a record growth in digital
transactions. And it’s provided a new kind of lifeline for low-income communities to
emerge from poverty.

A Decentralized Solution
The adoption of decentralized finance (DeFi) could present even more opportunities for
the financially excluded. It can help overcome many of the barriers to financial
empowerment, particularly within developing nations.

For example, traditional financial services lack adequate physical infrastructure. They
also have gatekeepers who prevent the poor from fully accessing their benefits.
Compared to this, DeFi is inclusive, transparent, safer, traceable, and borderless. It
operates without gatekeepers and is based on a P2P model.

There is no denying the appeal of decentralized finance for those left behind by the
traditional financial system. This explains the high adoption of digital wallets and
cryptocurrency in developing nations with large unbanked populations. Today, countries
like Nigeria and Kenya are among the fastest-growing crypto markets in the world.3

According to CB Insights, the digital wallet market currently stands at $1 trillion.4 It is
expected to reach $7 trillion by 2027.4 This confirms the phenomenal growth expected
in the next few years within this space.

Technology innovations will be critical to driving growth, accessibility, and participation.
Super wallets will play a key role in this. Unlike single-function digital wallets, super
wallets can extend the benefits of DeFi beyond crypto ownership. With AI assistants,
digital IDs, wearable technology, and a host of other features, they allow participants to
build digital assets and create unlimited earning potential. Super wallets can lead the
way to a dramatic shift in financial inclusion in the Web3 era.
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Market Forces
Primarily, there are three market forces driving the growth of digital wallets and
decentralized finance in the developing world—high-speed internet, smartphones, and
cryptocurrency. The convergence of these three factors will enable powerful Web3
solutions like super wallets to transform how people save money, own assets, earn,
transact, and invest.

High-speed Internet

Studies show a correlation between internet adoption and GDP growth. In Africa, for
instance, a 10% increase in internet access is found to correlate with a 2.5% average
increase in GDP.5

Digitization is an essential step for socioeconomic development. It is the only way to
bridge the digital divide and speed up the integration of underserved communities with
economic progress.

Fast and reliable connectivity is crucial for businesses to access rural markets, expand
operations, and create employment. For ordinary individuals, high-speed networks
enable access to information and essential services like healthcare and education. More
importantly, they can facilitate increased participation in economic activities for those
living in poverty.

In Nigeria, for example, 60% of internet users regularly carry out mobile payments. In
Kenya, this figure is 84%.6 But this is just the beginning. High-speed connectivity could
create massive opportunities for unbanked populations. It is the essential link
connecting them to financial services in both centralized and decentralized worlds.

Currently, there is an increased focus on accelerating the adoption of high-speed
connectivity in low-income communities. An ITU-UNESCO partnership, for example,
aims to connect three billion more people to the internet through smartphones by 2030.7
Ambitious plans like this by the private and public sectors are already driving progress.

According to Euromonitor International, the global internet penetration will reach 71% by
2027, adding one billion new users in the next five years.8 Africa and South Asia are
expected to contribute the most towards this growth. This level of accessibility stands to
provide much hope for low-income communities to be part of a powerful digital
transformation.
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Smartphone Adoption

The smartphone has revolutionized life for communities across the world. It has
changed how people access news and entertainment, learn, shop, trade, and bank.

But it is not just about convenience or connectivity. A smartphone offers accessibility,
participation, and inclusion within a larger ecosystem.

For those living in poverty, computers are unaffordable. Internet cafés are scarce, costly,
and laden with privacy risks. Smartphones provide less expensive and secure access to
the internet.

Smartphone adoption is already fueling digital transformation and economic
advancement in developing nations. Mobile money transactions in Africa, for instance,
reached $701.4 billion in 2021.2 The region had over 140 mobile money providers, with
larger players like M-Pesa posting revenues in the range of $1 billion.2

This is indeed a promising development in a region where half the population is
unbanked or underbanked.9 Many of these individuals will have their first exposure to
financial systems through their mobile phones. And DeFi, cryptocurrency, and smart
wallets will play a major role in introducing them to decentralized financial opportunities.

Smartphone Penetration

Source: Statista (2021)
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Adoption of Cryptocurrency

Currently, there are 384.02 million crypto wallet users in the world.10 With increasing
interest in decentralized solutions, the digital wallet space is set on a growth trajectory in
the coming years. In fact, the market is forecasted to reach $48.42 billion by 2030, with
a staggering CAGR of 24.31%.10

Developing nations are leading the way in cryptocurrency adoption. The decentralized
nature of crypto is driving interest and greater participation by those lacking access to
traditional banking services. This trend is evident even in developed nations. For
instance, 37% of the underbanked and 12% of the unbanked owned crypto in the US,
compared to only 10% of the fully banked.11

A lack of access to the traditional banking system has prevented many low-income
populations from building financial assets and participating in economic growth. For
them, crypto provides new avenues to save, invest, trade, and create digital wealth. And
unlike fiat-based mobile payments, crypto is available without gatekeepers in a
borderless, decentralized, and non-discriminating environment.

All these factors will help accelerate crypto adoption in developing nations. Depreciating
local currencies and high inflation will provide an added boost.

For low-income communities, access to crypto will open doors to financial freedom in
today’s digitized, data-driven economy.

The 2022 Global Crypto Adoption Index Top 20

Source: blog.chainalysis.com
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Own Your Money. Own Your Data.
With the convergence of high-speed internet, smartphones, and cryptocurrency,
decentralized technology will pave the way for new digital currencies and assets beyond
fiat. Data is inarguably the most valuable of these.

Data is the new oil
“The world’s most valuable resource is no longer oil, but data,” declared The Economist
in its May 2017 issue.12 This marked a turning point in the data economy.

But companies like Google, Facebook, Amazon, and Apple have known its value for
over two decades. In fact, they have consistently monetized it to build their wealth for
years.

These businesses collect user data
around the clock so they can
convert it into earning
opportunities. Data mining allows
them to improve services and
attract more users to grow their
business. But the biggest perk is
advertising.

In 2022, Google earned $224.47
billion in ad revenue—a more than
50% increase from 2020
earnings.13 Facebook’s ad revenue reached $113.64 billion—a 35% growth within a
two-year period.14 The earning potential is exponential. But the real data owners are
missing out.

Reclaiming your data
A SuperWallet powered by a decentralized network can allow users to reclaim
ownership of their data and convert it into a valuable digital asset.

From browsing the internet to shopping and gaming, each life activity, when connected
online, has the potential to generate monetizable data. By collecting, storing, and
organizing it, users can own and earn from their DataBank. This makes it a valuable
asset. And an asset requires protection to prevent loss, theft, and abuse which can be
achieved with the encryption of blockchain technology..

DataBank.Me’s SuperWallet uses an encrypted DataVault with a privacy-first design to
ensure the anonymity, privacy, and security of member data. It is de-identified,
preventing hackers from associating data with their owners. All data is organized under
five categories—personal, business, geolocational, purchases, and health, making it
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easier to monetize. But control, ownership, and access remain with the members. They
can update, download, share, delete, and monetize it as they wish.

Without members’ permission, the company has zero access to view, share, or sell their
data. This privacy-first mandate is critical to give back control of user-generated data to
its rightful owners, so they can monetize its full potential as a digital asset.

With Web3’s decentralized technologies, super wallets focused on the data economy
will signify a new paradigm in asset ownership and financial empowerment.

The Markets Driving Growth
Developing nations will drive the rapid growth of super wallets and decentralized finance
in the next few years. Africa, South Asia, and Latin America will be at the forefront of
this shift. Home to large unbanked populations, they are already leading the way in
digital wallet, smartphone, and cryptocurrency adoption.

Africa has been a trailblazer in the world’s mobile money market, claiming 70% of a $1
trillion transaction value.15 The region accounted for over 53% of active accounts, while
South Asia claimed 20%.15

Africa and South Asia are also among the top contributors to the next one billion new
internet users.8 India and Nigeria rank among the top seven among these nations.8

In addition, a significant portion of these countries remains unbanked. This, coupled
with high inflation and depreciating local currencies, will further fuel cryptocurrency
adoption.

Nigeria, India, and Malaysia have some of the world’s highest crypto ownership and
usage rates—45%, 25%, and 20%, respectively.16 According to the Statista Global
Consumer Survey, Latin America shows similarly high usage. Countries like Nigeria,
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Kenya, India, Brazil, and Argentina also rank high in Chainalysis’s Global Top 20 Crypto
Adoption Index.3

Africa’s leading the way
With a population of 1.4 billion, Africa will be the epicenter for super wallet and crypto
adoption. The region claims the youngest population in the world—undoubtedly a boon
for rapid digitalization.17 With unemployment plaguing one in three under 35, there is
much Web3 can offer to drive economic advancement in these communities.17

By 2025, digital wallets are expected to be the most preferred payment method in
Africa.18 The region’s e-payments market is projected to grow by 152% between 2020
and 2025.19 Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa will contribute to half of the
future payments.19 At 35%, Nigeria will deliver the highest growth.19

Digital wallets and peer-to-peer transactions are already positioned as reliable and
convenient solutions for financial services within the region. So, crypto and super
wallets will be a natural extension for its citizens. In 2021, Africa’s crypto market grew by
a staggering 1200% in value.20 Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa already rank among
the top ten nations with the largest Bitcoin trading volumes.19

While Africa’s digital wallet space has multiple service providers, they are limited to
fiat-based mobile payments. None are offering integrated solutions, like building data
assets and generating income. Only a few use crypto. This makes Africa, particularly
Nigeria, the perfect launching pad for super wallets.
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DETAILED CONCEPT

The SuperWallet Advantage
Core Proposition: A digital wallet holds your money. A SuperWallet earns you
money.
DataBank.Me’s SuperWallet is built on Web3’s decentralized technology. It combines
crypto and data assets to create financial accessibility and income-earning options.

Its suite of income-generating apps turns a digital wallet into a super wallet so members
can get paid for life. The apps are designed to collect data from daily activities like
exercising, shopping, and browsing the internet. All this data builds a personal
databank—an asset that can generate income.

With education and awareness about crypto and the value of data assets, DataBank.Me
enables members to become their own bank. The privacy-first approach allows
members to take complete control and ownership of their data.

How it works
By connecting their Web3 crypto wallet to the DataBank.Me website, members can start
using the SuperWallet apps and build their databank. For example, they can exercise
with the MyXfit app and search the internet using the MySearch browser. Each activity
adds data to their databank while earning crypto rewards.

Enrollment is free, and members can start earning rewards immediately. Paid
subscriptions offer access to additional apps and more opportunities to earn
DataRewards.
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Members can redeem their DataRewards as DBME—a crypto token built on the
Binance Smart Chain and traded on PancakeSwap. Members can use DBME tokens as
a currency to purchase products and services from the DataBank.Me marketplace. They
can also use them as a utility token to upgrade subscriptions.

In addition, the Brand Ambassador program allows members to set up their own mobile
affiliate business and share the SuperWallet advantage with family and friends. The
program provides five income streams with P2P direct commissions paid by smart
contract.

The DataBank.Me business model includes two phases. In phase 1, the company will
reward one million members for building their DataBank. In the second phase, it will
enable members to monetize their data assets by cojoining them to an NFT. This
includes launching a privacy-first advertising engine to share 70% of ad revenue with
participating members.

Apps That Earn You Money
The DataBank.Me SuperWallet offers multiple income generating data aggregation apps
to help members build their DataBank and earn a continuous flow of income.
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MyXfit
The MyXfit app is designed to help users achieve their fitness goals while earning
rewards and building their DataBank. The move2earn app allows members to track
various physical activities, from daily step counts and calories burned to sleep quality.

The rewards and benefits include:

● Monthly DataRewards worth $5 to $550 based on the member’s subscription
plan.

● Badge system that earns $5 to $27.50 per badge.
● Members can earn up to 20 badges per month and substantially boost their

earnings.

In addition, MyXfit tracks and collects health and fitness data and securely stores it in
the member’s DataBank. Members can use it to track their fitness progress and make
informed decisions about their health and wellness. And the geolocation data collected
by the app can be used for targeted promotions and discounts on products based on
the member’s needs and interests. Soon, they will have multiple ways to monetize their
health and fitness data through DataBank.Me’s advertising engine.

Overall, MyXfit is an excellent tool for staying active, pursuing fitness goals, and
improving health while building financial wealth. It is currently available for download on
both Android and Apple devices.

MyList
The MyList app provides instant rewards for exploring favorite businesses and travel
destinations. Regular check-ins will also help add more data to the member’s databank.

To start earning, open the MyList app, click the radar button, and confirm the location.

The app provides three main paths to earn DataRewards:

● DataRewards worth $1-$10.
● Monetizable data for the MyDataVault
● Transaction fees from providers referred the marketplace

Members can earn DataRewards by checking in with the MyList app up to five times per
month. Each check-in is worth $1-$10 based on the subscription level. The higher the
subscription, the higher the rewards.

To earn transactional rewards, members can share the business owner’s email address
at check-in. This triggers a free Member+ activation email with steps to become a
provider on DataBank.Me’s MyMarketplace. And once they set up their store, members
earn 2% to 10% on all products and services sold. This represents while-you-sleep
earning potential for life.
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MySearch
MySearch is a Google Chrome-based browser for PCs and Apple desktop computers. It
is exclusively available for DataBank.Me Basic+ subscribers.

The MySearch browser provides a seamless experience with all the functionality of
Google Chrome. What sets it apart, however, are the income generating and data
ownership opportunities.

It rewards members for browsing the web. Based on their subscription plan, members
can earn $5 to $100 per month for up to 25 searches and 25 clicks on their favorite
websites.

Moreover, the data related to search activities is securely stored in the members’
DataVaults. Unlike with standard browsers, members will have complete ownership of
the data generated on MySearch. They can, for example, use it to identify personal
browsing habits and make informed decisions. They can monetize it further by allowing
targeted ads that meet their interests.

Designed with a secure encryption protocol, the surf2earn MySearch browser is
equipped with advanced security features. This ensures the privacy and safety of
members’ personal data.

Brittany
Brittany is DataBank.Me’s digital human assistant. She is available 24/7 to help
members build their DataVault, earn, save, invest, and make better financial decisions.

Brittany is highly responsive and can detect human emotions and contextualize
responses. Her extraordinary capabilities and extensive knowledge have geared her to
support members with superpower skills. She can, for instance, answer more than 1000
questions about DataBank.Me’s subscriptions and provide all the information new
members require to start earning.

To learn more, members can visit the Member’s Back Office and ask Brittany any of the
following questions:

● How do I verify my profile?
● How do I set my PIN?
● How do I connect my wallet?
● How do I purchase BNB?
● How do I enroll new members?
● How do I become a provider?
● How do I earn DataRewards?
● How do I set up two factor authentication?
● Who is my Sponsor
● What are my earnings for this week?
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MyMarketplace
MyMarketplace is an important part of the SuperWallet ecosystem. It’s DataBank.Me’s
Amazon-style e-commerce platform designed for a seamless shopping experience.

Members can purchase a range of products and services on MyMarketplace using their
DBME tokens as currency. There are 15 categories for easy browsing, where providers
feature their products with images, detailed descriptions, videos, selling prices, and
promo codes for special deals.

The platform is equipped with tools and features to ensure a user-friendly experience for
shoppers. The search tool allows customers to find products using keywords. And the
“save” function will bookmark their favorite stores to browse later.

Brittany, DataBank.Me’s digital human, is also available at hand to help provide a more
personalized experience. She can, for example, filter providers based on data stored in
the member’s DataBank.

MyMarketplace ensures a secure transaction for all product purchases on the platform.
This is done with a smart contract. It processes the payment and sends 100% of the
value to the provider’s wallet while paying a 3% transaction fee to DataBank.Me.

This innovative marketplace allows members to build their DataBank, utilize their DBME
tokens, earn rewards, and purchase high-quality products and services on a single
platform.

Members stand to earn DataRewards each time they shop at MyMarketplace.
Ambassadors can earn additional income by referring providers to the platform. Based
on their subscription plan, these rewards will range from 2% to 10% on products and
services sold by the referred provider.

In addition, the sales generated from MyMarketplace are added to the Network
Economy Referral Bonus program. It serves as an additional income for qualified
members. So, the higher the sales generated on the platform, the more they can earn.
This incentivizes members to refer others to the platform and help expand the
marketplace.

The result is a rewarding ecosystem for all participants and usability for the DBME
currency earned from life activities and data aggregation.
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MySuite
MySuite is an all-in-one share2earn Brand Ambassador marketing solution. It provides
tools and resources for members to share the SuperWallet vision with friends and
family.

It is the essential done-for-you marketing system for members to quickly get started with
DataBank.Me’s Brand Ambassador referral program. They can simply enroll, upgrade,
and start educating others on how to turn their digital wallets into income-generating
SuperWallets.

Marketing materials and resources available through MySuite include:

● Landing pages for email and social media marketing activities.
● Links to automated and live webinars, training guides, brochures, conference

banners, and step-and-repeat photo walls.
● Social media banners for all platforms.
● Social media posts, business cards, blogs, and vlogs.
● Training video library.
● Window and car decals.
● Access to the MyNetwork genealogy tracking system.

MySuite is available for members with a Basic+ and above subscription, with the first
year offered free. After upgrading to a paid subscription, the MySuite and Enroll buttons
will appear in the Member’s Back Office.
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MyDapp Store
The MyDapp Store is DataBank.Me’s own marketplace for Dapps. It is similar to
Google’s Play Store and Apple’s App Store. But there is a difference: it curates
decentralized apps, or Dapps, that reward users for activities.

MyDapp Store features the top 25 Dapps on the market that offer move2earn,
play2earn, and learn2earn activities. All Dapps are reviewed for quality, safety, and
usability based on stringent standards. Review criteria include viability as use cases,
reputation, user base, user growth metrics, and exchange performance.

With its user-friendly design and features, the platform allows members to browse and
select the best income-generating apps for their needs. Members can then connect the
selected Dapps to their Web3 wallet and start earning income. Earning options can
range from multiple streams of cryptocurrency to DataRewards for daily activities.

Members can also review Dapps and provide feedback on their user experience.

The Digital Human Advantage
Brittany is DataBank.Me’s cutting-edge digital human. She is powered by a patented
Digital Brain technology combined with other advanced technologies like conversational
AI, autonomous animation, and Web3.

She is hyper-realistic in appearance
and, more importantly, behavior. Her
ability to detect human emotions and
contextualize interactions provides a
lifelike digital human experience for
DataBank.Me members.

Brittany is a highly scalable digital
solution with unlimited potential. Her
abilities include interacting with 5,000
people and answering questions in
ten languages simultaneously.

She is fluent in 30 languages, including Spanish, French, Hindi, Urdu, Arab, and
Tagalog. This allows more people to access DataBank.Me’s SuperWallet, transcending
language barriers to build financial wealth. And by working 24/7, she makes herself
available around the clock to support a global user base in different time zones.

By 2024, Brittany will take over 90% of DataBank.Me’s operations, dramatically
improving efficiency, scalability, and service delivery.
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Some of the customer-facing activities Brittany can perform include:

● Writing marketing content.
● Conducting webinars.
● Answering customer service questions.
● Educating subscribers on cryptocurrency and building wealth with SuperWallet.
● Helping subscribers build their databank.
● Fulfilling digital product delivery.
● Providing AI investment services.
● Sending commission payments to members.

She can also perform a range of critical marketing admin, IT, and finance activities.
These include:

● Collecting, organizing, and analyzing data.
● Creating ad campaigns.
● Tracking and activating geofencing activities.
● Conducting audits.
● Detecting fraud.
● Tracking sales and managing accounting functions.

Brittany’s impressive scalability makes her invaluable for creating financial inclusion with
SuperWallet’s decentralized Web3 solutions.

Rewards Structure
DataBank.Me’s SuperWallet is a powerful ecosystem that provides lifelong earning
opportunities from digital data assets. Its reward structure is organized around
DataRewards, SuperWallet subscriptions and commerce on MyMarketplace.

DataRewards
DataBank.Me rewards members for building their DataBank using the SuperWallet
apps. Some of the ways members can earn these DataRewards include:

● Exercising with MyXfit.
● Checking in at favorite destinations using MyList.
● Surfing the internet with MySearch.
● Referring Providers and Shopping on MyMarketplace.
● Answering questionnaires with Brittany.
● Sharing the SuperWallet opportunity

Even activities like driving, gaming, and traveling will earn DataRewards in the future.

The apps available for use and the number of DataRewards awarded for each activity
will depend on the subscription plan. The higher the subscription, the more
DataRewards members can earn.
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Redeeming DataRewards
Members can redeem their DataRewards as DBME crypto tokens. One dollar of
DataRewards can be redeemed into $1 of DBME tokens. They are redeemed at the
Utility Price, which is programmed to be 100% higher than the highest market price. As
the market price increases the amount of tokens available for redemption will decrease.
This helps reduce the DBME supply, allowing members to benefit from its value
appreciation over time. And, as an added incentive it encourages members to buy
DBME tokens over the exchange.

These DBME tokens can act as a currency so members can purchase products and
services on DataBank.Me’s MyMarketplace. They can also function as a utility token for
upgrading subscriptions and renewing memberships.

AIaaS Subscriptions
DataBank.Me’s SuperWallet is an innovative Artificial Intelligence as a Service (AIaaS)
software available with a one-time subscription fee.

There are seven subscription levels, ranging from free to $7000. All new members
register on a free Member+ plan that can earn DataRewards worth $170 per year and
they can choose to upgrade as they desire by paying the difference for the higher
subscription.
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The higher subscriptions provide access to additional apps, more DataRewards, higher
levels of compensation, and faster redemption of tokens earned.

Some of the other benefits higher subscriptions can unlock include:

● Brand Ambassador referral program that offers 70-90% P2P direct commissions
and other rewards for selling subscriptions.

● Opening a store on MyMarketplace.
● 50% discount for Silver+, Gold+, and Platinum+ upgrades during the first 30 days

of joining as a free Member+ subscriber.
● Global bonus pool that rewards Silver+, Gold+, and Platinum+ subscribers with

1% to 3% on the total company sales.
● Questionnaires with Brittany to earn more DataRewards.
● Higher rewards weekly earning caps.
● Accelerated redemption schedules
● Multi-year access to MySuite

From the second year onwards, subscribers pay a standard annual membership fee of
$50. Brand Ambassadors pay an additional $100 to access the MySuite done-for-you
marketing system. This is paid at the end of the initial subscription period. Ambassadors
earn 90% instant commission by smart contract on all admin renewal payments.

Brand Ambassador Referral Program
Higher subscriptions allow members to be part of DataBank.Me’s Brand Ambassador
program. It is a referral system that encourages members to educate friends and family
about building, owning, and monetizing their DataBank. Members are rewarded for their
efforts with commissions, bonuses, and various other incentives.
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Here are some of the rewards built into the program:

● 70-90% P2P direct commissions. All new members purchase their paid
subscriptions from the sponsor. The payments go directly to the sponsoring
member via smart contract. Thereafter, they earn residual income from annual
membership renewals and Ambassador fees from each member they have
introduced.

● FastStart Bonus. A $500 in DataReward for enrolling two Prime+ or above
subscribers in the first 30 days.

● Network Economy Bonus. A 10% sales volume-based commission for team
builders who want to earn from DataBank.Me’s network economy.

● Leadership Bonus. An extra bonus that pays 10%-25% through four
generations for team leader builders.

● Global Bonus Pools. Silver to Platinum Plus subscribers earn 1%-3% on the
total sales of the company.

With its digital products, the Ambassador referral program is essentially a mobile
business that Ambassadors can run from anywhere in the world from a Smartphone.
The MySuite platform provides powerful marketing tools and resources to help get them
started.

Go-to-Market Strategy
DataBank.Me’s go-to-market strategy is unique and proven. It includes in-depth
webinars, high-profile celebrity endorsements, a highly rewarding referral program, and
potential acquisitions and partnerships.
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Webinars
Education is key to driving financial inclusion. So, DataBank.Me has made it a priority to
build awareness about the essential tools of the decentralized world. Live and
automated AMA webinars, hosted by Brittany, the digital human, and the CEO of
SuperWallet Inc., cover a range of essential topics. These include options to build
user-generated DataBank and ways to monetize them and earn a lifelong income. With
Brittany taking over many of these webinars, they will soon be available on demand in
30+ languages 24 hours a day.

Celebrity endorsements
Mega influencers such as celebrities, athletes, and fitness experts command a large
social media following, both in and outside the US market. Their endorsements will be
an essential part of DataBank.Me’s awareness building mandate, especially about the
SuperWallet advantage.

Brand Ambassador referral program
The DataBank.Me Brand Ambassador program is a viral referral system that rewards
members for sharing the SuperWallet advantage with friends and family. These
Ambassadors can be powerful catalysts in opening up their communities, cities, and
countries to decentralized income streams in the data economy.

Acquisitions and partnerships
Currently, there are several large players in the digital wallet space. However, none
offers decentralized resources to mine data, build their DataBank, and earn money.
Moreover, only a few use cryptocurrency. All these make DataBank.Me’s pioneering
Web3 SuperWallet an attractive proposition. It will open up opportunities for further
expansion—by entering into a partnership, being acquired by a larger competitor, or
even acquiring other digital wallet businesses, given the capital and resources.

With mobile payments gaining rapid popularity, companies like M-PESA, Orange
Money, and GCash have become the biggest threat to the traditional banking sector in
developing markets. A partnership or acquisition in this space would enable
DataBank.Me to further expand with a captive customer base.
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Roadmap
The global market for DataBank.Me’s SuperWallet solution is conservatively estimated
at 1.7 billion. Africa alone holds a potential market of 350 million people.

DataBank.Me plans to reach 10 million users in this market with $20 million in annual
net revenue by the end of 2024. It has already surpassed 330,000 registered members,
with $5 million in sales and $1 million in net revenue. In a $1 trillion market that is
forecasted to reach $7 trillion by 2027, DataBank.Me is on a clear path to achieving this
goal with a proven and focused strategy.

The company operates with one of the most cost-efficient marketing systems in the
crypto industry for customer acquisition utilizing digital human technology. The adoption
of digital human technology is planned to take over 90% of operations providing the
business with an unusually high EBITDA. Combined with these factors, the unique
market space SuperWallet has created will open up opportunities for acquisitions and
partnerships as the member base expands in the next 24 months.

In 2023, DataBank.Me will prioritize building a 1 million member base, primarily within
the African region. It will concentrate on educating members about decentralized tools
and providing cryptocurrency rewards for building their DataBank.

In 2024, the company will launch its privacy-first advertising engine. It will educate and
equip members to monetize their data by converting it into NFTs. These will be pivotal
steps to expand into three more markets and reach a base of 10 million members.
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Tokenomics
With Web3’s blockchain technology, participants can earn, save, trade, and invest in
digital assets in a secure, borderless, transparent, and decentralized environment. This
is the foundation for financial inclusion, on which SuperWallet’s proposition is based.

In DataBank.Me’s ecosystem, members can earn, save, transact, and invest in DBME,
a token with many uses. DBME can act as a utility token to upgrade subscriptions or
serve as a currency to purchase products on MyMarketplace.

The token was first launched with a maximum supply of 100 billion. It has since reduced
as a result of token burning to 88 billion, with a current circulating supply of 54 billion.

DBME’s maximum supply is programmed to decrease, allowing DataBank.Me members
to increase their wealth as the token appreciates in value creating a perfect deflationary
ecosystem.

Token Burning
New members will require DBME to purchase subscriptions. Existing members will java
an option to renew their memberships and pay for the Ambassador MySuite marketing
system. When DBME is used as a utility token for these activities, 90% is burned and
removed from the maximum supply.

As subscribers grow, so will the demand for DBME tokens. And when more tokens are
burned, its supply will continue to reduce. Inflationary demand for SuperWallet
subscriptions matched with deflationary supply of tokens due to burning provides the
incentive for sharing the SuperWallet with friends and family and HODL’ing the DBME
token for long term appreciation.
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DataRewards Utility Price and Redemptions
The utility price is the price DataRewards are redeemed into DBME. It is programmed to
be 100% higher than the highest market price. But more importantly, it rises by the
same percentage that new member enrollments grow. An increase in the utility price
conversion rate will also help reduce the token’s supply. When the utility price
conversion rate increases, less DBME is added to the circulating supply.

A decrease in the supply of DBME combined with an increase in subscription sales is
an essential formula for creating price appreciation. This provides an incentive for
members to share the SuperWallet advantage with others. The greater the participation,
the more growth they can expect in their DBME assets.

Smart Contracts
Smart contracts provide transparency, consistency, trust, and instant transactions
without intermediaries. On DataBank.Me, a smart contract enables members to enroll
subscribers, earn referral rewards, upgrade subscriptions, burn tokens, purchase DBME
on DeFi exchanges, send tokens to the charity wallet, and purchase products from the
SuperWallet marketplace.

Let’s take the example of a new member upgrading to a paid subscription. Once the
payment is made, the smart contract generates several transactions. It pays 70% of the
subscription price in BNB to the referring member, and 10% is used for transaction and
gas fee payments. A 90% commission is paid on all admin renewal fees.

The remaining 20% is utilized to purchase DBME on PancakeSwap, of which 70% is
used as a utility token to upgrade the subscription. Of this, 90% of the tokens are
burned, reducing the DBME supply. The remaining 10% goes to the charity wallet of the
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Passion Project. The member’s subscription is upgraded once all confirmations are
received from the Binance Smart Chain (BSC).

Turning Data into Dynamically Valued NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens)
The BSC blockchain technology of DataBank.Me’s SuperWallet connects an NFT
address to each member's DataBank that will increase in value as additional data is
added. This increases their monetization potential from advertising revenue.

However, at an individual level, members will have less bargaining power to command
an attractive price for their data assets. With a substantial member base, DataBank.Me
can negotiate on behalf of its members, enabling them to monetize their data’s full
potential.

DataBank.Me’s privacy-first mandate will ensure all data assets are cryptographically
encrypted. This allows members to have complete control and ownership while
maintaining privacy and security. Through a control panel members can access their
data to update it, delete or download it. The member owns the data and is provided with
a choice to participate in permission-based ad campaigns that are relevant to their
DataBank.
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Public Wallet Addresses
Token Contract Address:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x6a9ab0d83fdbb71f591864eba267c92c9bf98e8d

Smart Contract Address for Subscriptions:
https://bscscan.com/address/0xfa78f68f73f7d988f99a73977d7cabb6501b4263

Smart Contract for MyMarketPlace:
TBD

Team Wallet:
https://bscscan.com/address/0xa469310139d3f389b67b600ff13771febcbb5dd8
Corporate Revenue Wallet:
https://bscscan.com/address/0x91e73431b8b8bd3ea8ff2294eecf5565b2293517
Burn Wallet:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x6a9ab0d83fdbb71f591864eba267c92c9bf98e8d?a=0x000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000
Charity Wallet:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x6a9ab0d83fdbb71f591864eba267c92c9bf98e8d?a=0x0ad
a06415733fab8ebe11ca4bc7a679f31cabe43
Swap Wallet
https://bscscan.com/address/0x91e73431b8b8bd3ea8ff2294eecf5565b2293517
Token Holder Distribution
https://bscscan.com/token/0x6a9ab0d83fdbb71f591864eba267c92c9bf98e8d#balances
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The Team
DataBank.Me is the brainchild of Tom McMurrain, a seasoned 30-year entrepreneur and
Amazon bestselling author on cryptocurrency. He leads an extraordinary team of
experts committed to unlocking the benefits of SuperWallet’s revolutionary Web3
platform.

The team behind DataBank.Me has decades of experience in Web3, artificial
intelligence, data privacy, business partnerships, finance, and marketing. It also
includes Brittany, the digital human, who will take over 90% of the company’s operations
in the next 36 months.
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Expert Advisors - Investment & Legal
DataBank.Me is also backed by a team of expert advisors and investors, highly
connected individuals who have reached the helm of their professions. They include an
all-pro NFL player, a three-time Olympian, a Forbes Under 30 entrepreneur, and a New
York best-selling author. Together, they bring a wealth of knowledge to the table in a
range of critical areas, from investing to legal expertise.
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Tech Advisors
The technical advisory team of DataBank.Me includes a professor of blockchain
technology and a former head of product development from Meta, among other
high-caliber subject-matter experts. They bring exceptional technical expertise with
decades of accomplishments in mobile payments, data privacy, cybersecurity, NFTs,
and Web3.
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Founder Institute Silicon Valley
DataBank.Me was incubated in the Founder Institute Silicon Valley Pre-seed Incubator
which provided the opportunity to consult and mentor with 100+ technology experts and
entrepreneurs. Out of 450 applicants in the Spring 2022 cohort, twenty companies
graduated and DataBank.Me was ranked #3 and the CEO of DataBank.me was elected
FISV Cohort President.
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****Disclaimer****
This document is a strictly confidential communication to and
solely for the use of the recipient and may not be reproduced or
circulated without SuperWallet, Inc’s., prior written consent. If
you are not the intended recipient, you may not disclose or use
the information in this documentation in any way. The
information is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect
to the purchase or sale of any security.
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